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BK equa)on 
Phenomenology ALICE

New detectors

Measurements

Hot spot models Forward Diffrac)on Detector

Muon Forward Tracker

Ultra-peripheral collisions

Correla)ons and flow

Specifically, about QCD at high energy (densi)es)                     

Some keywords: diffrac)on, small systems, satura)on, QGP, shadowing, ….                  
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Lev Lipatov: my friend and renowned physicist 

Eugene Levin 

hcps://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11452
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However, as it is well known, experimentalists have so many problems, besides physics, 
that they very ofen have no )me to think about physics.                   

Lev Lipatov: my friend and renowned physicist 

Eugene Levin 

hcps://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11452


